Brain Bang Closing Ceremony

25th January 2013 saw the end of another successful year, in fact the 8th year of the
accelerated learning course of FOCC educational wing BRAIN BANG. The closing
ceremony was as usual like all other closing ceremonies - vibrant , fun filled and full of
happy memories. Brain bang is a support group under the umbrella of F.O.C.C. (
Friends of Cry Club) Kuwait. Friends of CRY Club is a group of dedicated volunteers in
Kuwait in service of the deprived children in India.
Friends of CRY Club was established in November 2003 in Kuwait with the objective of
having sustainable, result oriented, well founded organization which will continue to be
in service of the deprived children of India with synergic participation of a cross section
of people in Kuwait.
In line with this aim and to help children of Kuwait the support group of Brain bang was
started with the group headed by Mr. Javis Jerald and a team of dedicated volunteers of
Akila, Anamika, Janis, Nisrin, Ramiya, Rose, Sara and Sushant.
The ceremony got off to a start with the usual brain gym exercises and affirmation which
is a part of each brain bang class. Then a quick recap of the years activities. This year
was all about discovering ones personality and learning type.
At Brain Bang one discovers that everyone has some talent. Some discover it faster as
some slower than others. The name of this years talents are Syed Ali Reza, Dayita
Jerald , Khushi, Prashanthi, Lenora, Aditya , Joel, Karan , Someshwar and Dora. They
sang melodious songs, danced on Arabic, English and Hindi songs, asked lateral
thinking riddles as well as told some hilarious jokes.
Thanking all kids and volunteers for making this year memorable. To know more about
FOCC, please visit our website www.focckwt.org.

